KFCF Report for LSB May 2012

Had a fantastic station fundraiser with David Barsamian. Made about $600 and recorded the event and forwarded it to KPFA for a possible on air premium. His new book is with Richard Wolffe called Occupy the Economy: Challenging Capitalism (City Lights Press)

Station GM/PD/CE Rych Withers went to the NAB convention and looked at lots of nice equipment we can’t afford right now, but hoping to do a cap campaign this fall for a new KFCF transmitter and move the current one to backup status. Won an iPhone microphone, which I gave to Mitch Jeserich. Also won an Optimod Audio Processor (value $2400) which we have in use now to process audio for our ISDN/STL feed for local programs. Also found a nice portable recorder for under $180 called the TASCAM DR-40. Bought one for KFCF and I’m very impressed with it and would recommend it.

David Gans benefit planned for June 17th. Looking for more events/fundraisers for KFCF and open to suggestions.